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Keep Travelling Employees Safe During the Pandemic
Although the UK has begun to implement plans for reopening businesses, there are still many precautions that must
be taken by employers to keep their employees safe. This duty is even more important for organisations that have
employees who travel. While travel has been largely restricted during the pandemic, regulations are expected to
loosen in the weeks and months to come. With that in mind, employers must understand how their employees
should approach business travel in order to make their trips safe and efficient.
In addition to the risk of becoming sick, business travellers must also be aware of certain other risks for their trips,
such as unexpected periods of quarantine and issues related to incorrect documentation. Many potential issues
could result in a trip that was intended to last only a few days becoming a weeks-long commitment.
To minimise the risk of an issue arising, organisations should consider the following steps while planning trips:


Utilise data from countries that will be visited in order to fully understand entry restrictions, local regulations
and the overall risk level.



Contact the chambers of foreign trade and commerce in potential destinations. Inquire about possible
exceptions to entry regulations.



Download the ‘Reopen EU’ app for helpful summaries regarding current entry policies for various EU nations.



Arrange for easy access to coronavirus testing for employees, including on weekends for travellers who may
be returning on Fridays.



Provide employees with thorough instructions regarding acceptable conduct during all steps of their trip,
including before departure, during flights or transit, in hotels, while meeting with customers, during any
leisure time and throughout their return journey.

For more information on safe travel for employees, contact us today.
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Future Directors’ and Officers’ Risks to Understand
Senior leaders play key roles in the success and improvement of their organisations, but these employees can also be
sizable liabilities. Misconduct or negligence committed by a director or officer can result in costly legal claims,
government-issued penalties and significant damage to an organisation’s finances and reputation.
In order to mitigate risks associated with directors and officers, employers should educate themselves on current
trends related to directors’ and officers’ (D&O) insurance and claims. A D&O claim can arise from a number of
potential sources, but certain causes have become more common in recent years. Employers should consider the
following potential sources of a D&O claim and assess how they can minimise the chance of a problem arising:


Insolvency—Insolvency often results in claims being filed while plaintiffs attempt to recoup losses from
senior leaders. Given that many experts are expecting the UK economy to struggle in the near future,
insolvency—and related claims—may become even more frequent.



Cyber-crime—Directors and officers may be blamed if proper cyber-security measures were not
implemented that could have prevented a cyber-attack. With remote work expected to continue to be
prominent across many different workplaces, technology will continue to play a significant role for
employers. With that in mind, cyber-criminals may continue to increase their activity and seek out
vulnerable targets.



Misconduct—Younger workers tend to take bullying, harassment and other types of misconduct in the
workplace very seriously. If it is alleged that directors and officers failed to provide a safe work environment
for their employees, a D&O claim may be likely.



Lack of diversity—Directors and officers may be held accountable if it is alleged that an organisation has not
done enough to promote and encourage diversity in the workplace. Activists against systemic racism have
become more vocal recently, and UK employers with over 250 employees are now required to report gender
pay gap information.



Environmental issues—Societal concern regarding climate change has increased in recent years. Leaders
may be held to a higher standard when it comes to making decisions that are environmentally conscious. If
an organisation is suspected of contributing to global warming or causing an environmental incident,
directors and officers may be blamed.

For more information on risks related to directors and officers, contact us today.

